
 

 

Oracle Validated Integration 

provides customers with 

confidence that a partner's 

integration with an on-

premise Oracle application is 

functionally sound and 

performs as designed. This 

can help customers reduce 

deployment risk, lower total 

cost of ownership, and 

improve the user experience 

related to the partner's 

integrated offering. 

ORACLE VALIDATED INTEGRATION DATA SHEET 

 

Revo Systems 

Revo Integration with Oracle Hospitality  

OPERA 5.5  
 

The Revo XEF point-of-sale (POS) solution for hospitality consists of a 

native iOS app for operational use and a web back-office for business 

configuration. This primary POS software extends its scope and 

power by integrating with other complementary applications—

including systems and apps for stock  management, kitchen,  

personnel, raw materials, booking, loyalty, delivery, enterprise 

resource planning, and property management—as  well as with 

standard hardware elements such as printers and smart cash drawers. 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Revo develops and offers iOS-based technological solutions in SaaS format that focus on 

supporting the management of any hospitality or retail business with one or more POS. 

Founded in late 2013, Revo has been the Apple Mobility Partner for the Iberian market since 

2017. The company leads the Spanish market in tablet POS systems, with more than 3,500 

active accounts, 1,000 clients, and 20,000 devices operating Revo solutions. Revo runs 

software-POS projects for a large number of renowned customers (from industries like 

hospitality, retail, travel, etc.), with the outstanding support of selected partners in 

complementary sectors such as telecommunications, banking and market research, as well as 

the cooperation of the best software and hardware manufacturers. Its team consists of nearly 

30 members, mostly with a technological background. 

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW 

Revo’s POS architecture is cloud based. It consists of multiple iOS devices—such as iPad, 

iPhone, and iPod—connected to the cloud consuming data from a SQL DB and making use of 

an API that enables sharing data between all connected devices. The cloud is also connected, 

either on-premises or through a VPN, by a persistent socket to Oracle Payment Interface. 

This connection enables interaction between Revo POS and the Oracle Hospitality OPERA 

PMS that handles guest information and posting of charges. 

INTEGRATION DETAILS 

The validated integration between Revo and Oracle Hospitality OPERA enables the following: 

 Send inquiries to Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS to check room occupancy. 

Inquiries can be done by room number, guest name, or Track2 data (keycard ID) 

 Send room postings to Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS 

 Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS transaction code selection available by revenue 

center, serving time, sales itemizers (article’s group), or payment method 
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 Send cash or credit card postings to Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS 

 Handle NoPost flag and CreditLimit notice received from Oracle Hospitality OPERA 

PMS 

 Support credit limit override functionality, enabling a POS manager to override any 

credit limit set on Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS 

 Handle individual postings for each occupant in the room 

 Void of a previous posting 

 

 
Figure 1. High-level architecture of the validated integration between Revo and Oracle Hospitality OPERA 

 

TECHNICAL DETAILS  

Partner Environment Oracle Environment  

 Revo Version 3.2  Oracle Hospitality OPERA 5.5 

 Oracle Hospitality Interface IFC8 8.13.0.0  

 Oracle Hotel Property Interface XML-POS Specification 

(XML_POS) 2.16 

Product ID (FKT) Description and Name 

 XML_POS  Oracle Hospitality OPERA POS Interface for Revo by Revo 

Systems 

Supported Protocols 

 XML_POS via TCP/IP 
 

AVAILABILITY 

For additional information about 

consumer, operational, and 

enterprise solutions, contact us at: 

 

Bruc, 23 1er pis 

Manresa (Barcelona) 08241 

Spain 

Tel.: +34.900.104.668 

Email: hello@revo.works 

 

 

 

SUPPORT 

For technical support, contact: 

Tel.: +34.900.104.668 

Email: support@revo.works 

support.revo.works 
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